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1. Assumption
The world is formed from an only principle that determines the life, the matter
and energy, everything Visible and invisible, simultaneously the smallest
thing and the largest thing represents and a part as well as the whole are.
2. Introduction
The answer is a word. A word that the principle as it were as a formula expresses, which reflects reality exactly the same as a dream and which is
simple truth.
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The thoughts and the language are a copy and constituent of this world, as
the observations which they are supposed to express.
The material and visible forms are very similar, one meet them daily. At inaccurate considering one can recognize the being repeated structures.
Not possibly the smallest and largest components of this world are to be seized directly, even if the means constantly improve in addition. But if one
presupposes that the search everywhere is, can the means to the viewer be
reduced.
The search in the life as a part of the subject is equivalent a way to in far
galaxies or small particles. Because inventions have these also always to the
result.
The world is shaped of a dualism, which connects heights and depths in
wavelike motion. There is the incompatibleness, which forbids any unison.
And nevertheless is it there. Apparently and complicates themselves everything materialize, in the human development as also in the own life. Only the
complexity and Materialises are seen, since this is more obvious. But the opposite take place at the same time, the mental development and the urge for
generalization.
The following executions show another and for everyone intelligible viewpoint
of this world, for a belief, a society and maybe a science.

3. Principle
It is presupposed that in a closed system the homogeneous core with it the
surrounded covering is in equilibrium. In this case wrapping-amounts - a uniform amount with a locating sheet - whose position the characteristics of
every point result from are described. First of all a disk-like cut is to be operated through the center of the ball-like system. Only the cut page is considered.

Core

inside wraps

expresses wraps

Illustration 2

Into the available intervals further wrapping-amounts are set to, the interval
holding and joining one circular sheet or also an ether form.
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wrapping-amounts

Illustration 3

Still another symmetrical cut is led by the center and only the one cut side is
regarded

Illustration 4

The remaining cut side is shown now in its accepted height, which presents
itself as follows.

Illustration 5

The representation representative, applied to larger courses, results in this
expression
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Illustration 6

On the basis of the central core the way up to the outside covering is wandered through. Crossing is made by means of language.
For the wrapping-amounts (small circles) let themselves about to use spoken
sounds - vowels - and sounds for the crossed sheets (large circles) shortly
spoken - consonants.
Thus the following expression results

a=atat
Here also arbitrary other vowels and consonant can be used, as for example

o=ogod
The described apply however best
This principle is not only symbolic, but likewise an applicable formulation,
although no valid formula.

4. Effect-wise
One understands oneself two equal static quantities as cuts by spherical
bodies. These form without doubt equilibrium.

Illustration 7

As soon as an amount is brought, however, into rotation, as a coherent behaviour, this equilibrium is disconnected. The rotating amount repels the
other one. In order to keep on staying in the equilibrium within a closed system, a supporting, locating sheet, fells on the fringe of the rotating amount
from. This arises through the velocity drop, which means, also from the interval to the center and materializes starts.
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Illustration 8

The development is however still one-sided and it settles more materials.
With the increasing internal pressure of the edge and from the necessity to
manufacture, a fragmentation of the edge begins equilibrium with a new
quantity

Illustration 9

This new quantity forms the merged energy and represents together with the
limiting courses the subject. The substantial characteristic of this energy is
to be variable and give free energy to the place of origin back. At the same
time it shifts the central output quantity in rotation.
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Illustration 1 0

The cycle is manufactured.
On the basis of the described global system, the central courses energy and
the material world represent the gap with the coating courses.

energy
subject
Illustration 1 1
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Undulations result from the unreeling courses of the merged energy. No point
can leave this way, it is it is in the center of this energy covering and is converted by contraction into free energy.

Illustration 1 2

As proof for this principle the principle or the life is to be considered in an
everyday expression, which is developed similar to the shown principle and
reads as follows in German.
Da=muss_mir_etwas_einfallen.
This expression finds very well the described principle in the German language. Since it is a question of a formula here but rather, this must be valid
everywhere.
While reciting internal, how a repeating oneself prayer, the own body achieves itself at his symmetry axis, materialized and attempted to form a closed
system.

5. Conclusion

Nothing is faster than the light. Exactly this nothing is the described free energy, which forms the declining straight-line strength and which equilibrium
manufactures. Two central movements determine this world. Materializing
and energizing. They are both necessary for the production of the mundane
and intellectual equilibrium.
The difference between the energy and subject is that the bound energy is
missing to the free energy, which brakes it. From therefore it free energy is
timeless fast.
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Energy
Illustration 1 3

The life develops not with a large bang, but only the decay. It does not have
a Big Bang so far it the emergence of the universe concerns surely given.
Also gravitation can be explained only with gravitation with a curved space,
but not the actual cause, the regulation in defined courses. Baby or other
parallel university verses exists then only if these likewise are in an equilibrium, with a common center.
The strong and weak forces of physics point the different ways out of the
merged energy in open systems
Space looks in all directions equal, since subject or merged energy remains
forced always in courses. Dh. a wave corresponds to an unreeling circular
course, in which no particles, also not the light, can deviate. These form an
ether, which fills the area. With sufficient effort we can succeed to discover
(see Illustration 12).
The difference between the living person and the live less subject consists of
the fact that living subject always forms an open system. This system is
characterized with more highly developed organisms of a symmetry axis,
which divides it.

Illustration 1 4

We all will die each particular and sometime also mankind. The aging process is in reality only deviating from the own symmetry axis due to the Materialism.
There the question about the sense of the human existence arises naturally.
The answer is, we and all different lives and experiences our own predetermined dream. The dream is the drive and the before it and thereafter.
Here are the time and the distance in one point together.
The world is absolutely deterministically, just as the thoughts, in the long run
however just as coined/shaped by the coincidence, because nothing within
the closed system can predetermine the future. Our brain is only one calculating machine. If the correct questions are placed to this machine, them give
sometime also the appropriate answers.
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There are infinitely many examples of the described principle. Regards one a
human body, of it the head, a hand or a plant, the structure in principle is
always alike.

Tree

Eye

Human
Illustration 1 5

One can call this free energy black hole, also God or I. That can decide everyone for itself. We believe internally all in a generally valid justice or also
equilibrium, otherwise a society or the joint life would not be possible. The
privileges of the supremacy are diminished by increasing distribution of the
knowledge of the particular.
Subject develops for nothing (free energy) from that and disappears therein
again. Which is the dream, which corresponds to this energy, remains? Also
in the present the dreams note, how events of different temporal and spatial
distances merge.
The question, which can be possibly never answered, is the trip of the formation of subject. Either a minimum imbalance or it prevails gave an impulse
from the outside in the closed system. Over second one should not have to
place rather to think without itself infinitely new questions. Everyone can select itself in which it believes, to a God, itself or at nothing at all. Everything
is correct. Contents are the same, only the relative self-determination are
another.
It is clear to me that everyone which read that can not believe in that. It is
only unfortunately through test demonstrable. The effects are comprehensive.
However, everyone the believes, the principle is correct, should transmit it.
Lars Werner
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